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ABSTRACT 
 
Financial transmission rights (FTR) are hedging instruments that entitle their holders to 
receive reimbursements from the independent system operator (ISO) for the congestion 
rents when congestion happens in the direction specified by the FTR source and sink 
nodes. In this thesis, we extend the construction of an optimized FTR portfolio for a 
single period to more general settings. We propose a methodology to construct an 
optimized FTR portfolio for a market participant in a multi-period problem horizon and 
we carefully study the impacts of an initial FTR portfolio that is given at the beginning 
of the problem horizon. Instead of utilizing the LMP-difference-based method for the 
FTR selection, we focus on the binding constraints to construct the optimized FTR 
portfolio, which allows the FTR market participant to specify his desired positions on 
these constraints based on his evaluation of the economic impacts of the binding 
constraints. In this multi-period decision-making problem, one period is assumed to be 
the smallest indecomposable unit of time and no phenomenon of shorter duration can be 
represented. Thus, the network is identical over the entire period and we use the 
network representation at the end of each period to represent the network for the 
corresponding period. We can always modify the optimized FTR portfolio at the end of 
each period when we obtain new information. The information updates may provide 
insights into the changes of the network topology and serve as the basis for the market 
participant to change his specifications on the binding constraints. We analyze the 
structural characteristics of the multi-period problem and recast the problem into a form 
where the approach of the single-period problem can be employed. We apply the 
proposed methodology to the PJM ISO network to illustrate the capability of the 
methodology to construct the optimized FTR portfolio for the market participant for a 
large-scale system over a multi-period horizon.  
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  CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
 
In this chapter, we establish the basis for the research presented in this thesis. We 
first describe the overview of FTR and discuss the motivation of our research. We 
also present a brief summary of the state of the art in FTR and the progress of 
research in the construction of the optimized FTR portfolio. We then discuss the 
scope of this thesis and highlight the key contributions. In the last section, we 
outline the contents of the rest of the thesis.  
 
1.1 Overview 
 
Congestion has large impacts on electricity markets. Whenever congestion 
happens, the locational marginal prices (LMPs) may not be the same at the grid 
nodes [1]. The LMP differences are manifestations of binding constraints in the 
transmission network. Uncertainty in the LMPs results in uncertain congestion 
rents that create a demand by the day-ahead electricity market (DAM) players for 
FTR. FTR are the hedging instruments that are widely used in the ISOs which 
entitle the holder to receive the value of congestion established by the LMP 
difference of each DAM during the holding period. The holder of the FTR for a 
specified node pair with a physical transaction with the identical injection and 
withdrawal node pair is not impacted financially by the LMP difference between 
the node pair as long as the FTR for that node pair is in a MW amount at or above 
his physical delivery. Thus, we relate FTR to a transaction in the sense that the 
FTR holder has the right to deliver the specified amount of power through the 
specified node pair and get the financial reimbursement that offsets his congestion 
rent whenever congestion occurs in the FTR holding period.  
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Market participants consist of hedgers and speculators. A hedger has physical 
flows on the network and may need to pay congestion rents for utilizing the 
network. The hedger receives reimbursement for the congestion charges from the 
ISO whenever congestion occurs during the holding period for the specified MW 
amount and direction. However, a speculator purchases FTR holdings as an 
“investment”. There are no congestion charges due to the absence of physical 
flows and thus the reimbursements constitute the speculator’s revenues. Because 
of the uncertainty and the large number of possible combinations of FTR he may 
purchase for the multi-periods, the market participant faces a challenging problem 
in constructing an optimized FTR portfolio that meets his specifications.  
Market participants can acquire FTR from auctions or secondary markets. There 
are annual FTR auctions followed by monthly FTR auctions that facilitate buying 
and selling FTR. In terms of the duration, FTR may have duration from months to 
years. The auctions determine the node pair, class, MW amount, the holding 
period and the premium of the FTR. The premium is set by the market-clearing 
price which is determined by the bid value of the marginal FTR that cannot be 
awarded because they are not simultaneously feasible. The revenue of the FTR is 
determined by the outcomes of DAMs that are held during the holding period of 
the FTR. In addition to auctions, FTR holders can also transfer their FTR 
ownership to other entities in secondary markets. The associated premium is 
decided by the forecasted LMP differences.  The FTR can be split into several 
FTR with shorter duration and sold separately. It is usually less expensive to buy 
FTR with longer duration rather than buy the constituent FTR with shorter 
duration. This provides us the motivation to explore more on the construction of 
FTR portfolio over multiple periods.  
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1.2 Review of the State of the Art 
 
The concept of FTR was introduced by W.W. Hogan in [2]. Point-to-point FTR 
and flowgate FTR for both obligations and options are discussed and compared in 
[3], which addresses the issues of modeling approximations, revenue adequacy, 
auction formulation and computational requirements.  
FTR are implemented widely in the ISOs [4] – [8]. An overview of the 
implementation of FTR in PJM, New York ISO, New England ISO, California 
ISO, ERCOT and New Zealand is discussed in [9] with a detailed comparison of 
the FTR markets.  
The fundamental of the FTR market is also discussed in [9] and the FTR auction 
clearing mechanism is discussed in [10]. A mathematical framework for dealing 
with the simultaneous feasibility condition in FTR auction is discussed in [11] 
with the analysis in reducing the constraints by suppressing the overlapping 
constraints space.  
However, the simultaneous feasibility test model may not be precise enough to 
cover all the hours of the time horizon of interest [12]. Revenue shortfalls may 
happen due to the fact that the system topology may get changed because of 
unexpected contingencies. The treatment of shortfalls is discussed in [12]. Besides 
the use for hedging and speculation purposes, FTR can also provide economic 
signals for transmission investment which is addressed in [13] – [16].  
The construction of the optimized FTR portfolio for the market participants for a 
single period is discussed in [17]. Since the LMP-difference-based methods for 
FTR selection incurs heavy computational burden, a manageable systematic way 
that focuses on the binding constraints to construct the FTR portfolio 
characterized by the minimum number of FTR node pairs for a single period is 
proposed in [17].  
So far, the issue of constructing the optimized FTR portfolio for market 
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participants over a multi-period problem horizon has not been studied. The 
process of the determination of the FTR portfolio elements for multi-periods is 
similar to the determination of the optimal hedging path, i.e., the sequence of 
positions in future contracts, in a minimization problem discussed in [18].   
A multi-period portfolio optimization problem over a finite horizon is also 
discussed in [19], with a self-financing budget constraint and a minimization 
objective. A deterministic linear programing model is formulated in [20] for a 
multi-period horizon and used to explain the relationship between the customers’ 
future demand behavior and the service provider’s previous performances. This 
model shares the concept of the identification of future congested elements 
according to the historical performances in the construction of the FTR portfolio.  
The construction of the portfolio involves the determination of a multi-
dimensional decision variable that includes the source node, sink node, MW 
quantity and the holding period of the FTR. A single-period inventory model is 
extended to a multi-period inventory model in [21] with the consideration of 
multi-dimensional bids.  
So far, only the construction of the optimized FTR portfolio for market 
participants for a single period is studied. The portfolio construction for a multi-
period problem horizon has not been discussed and reported in the literature. 
Moreover, the impacts of the initial FTR portfolio that is obtained at the beginning 
of the multi-period horizon, the possible changes of the network topologies and 
the potentially different sets of constraints for different periods are not considered. 
We address these problems in this thesis and propose a systematic way to 
construct the FTR portfolio that satisfies the constraints for the multi-period 
horizon.  
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1.3 Nature of the Problem and Contributions of the Thesis 
 
The problem discussed in this thesis is a multi-period decision making problem. 
We extend the construction of the optimized FTR portfolio for a single period to 
more general settings. The thesis proposes a method to construct the portfolio for 
market participants in a multi-period planning horizon with the consideration of 
the initial FTR portfolio.  
In the multi-period problem, the transmission network and electricity demand 
may not be the same for each period. The topology changes resulting from 
unexpected contingencies, the wide variations in the behavior of the LMP 
differences and the large amount of node pairs for each period make the multi-
period problem very challenging. The manageability of the problem is aided by 
recasting the structure of the multi-period problem into a form where we can 
employ the approach for the single-period problem. As discussed in [17], we 
recast the problem into one that focuses on the binding constraints rather than the 
LMP differences. The purchase of FTR holdings entails the purchase of a set of 
constraints and the construction of the FTR portfolio with a focus on the binding 
constraints allows the FTR market participant to specify the desired positions he is 
willing to take on these constraints. The constraints are classified into three non-
overlapping subsets: the “specified congestion participation”, the “zero 
congestion participation” and the “do-not-care congestion participation”. The 
market participant may have specifications on the constraints in the three subsets 
that are effective for more than one period. The portfolio construction strategy is 
that we include those FTR that for the transactions with the same node pairs and 
in the same MW quantities induce the specified desired MW flows on congested 
lines of interest in the associated period(s).  
 
In the multi-period problem, the information updates obtained for each period 
may provide insights into the changes of transmission network and electricity 
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demand levels. As a result, the market participant may adjust his specifications 
accordingly and provide the most updated specifications according to the 
information updates obtained at the end of each period. These specifications are 
given and we care only about the construction process of the FTR portfolio based 
on the updated specifications and the existing FTR portfolio. In case no 
information updates for any period, the specifications remain unchanged and we 
keep the existing FTR portfolio.  
 
	  
1.4 Outline of the Thesis 
 
This thesis consists of three additional chapters. In Chapter 2, we discuss the 
challenges and assumptions for the multi-period problem. The optimization 
problem is constructed carefully under the analysis of the structure characteristic 
of the multi-period problem and the consideration of the initial FTR portfolio. We 
devote Chapter 3 to case studies of the large-scale PJM ISO system with 
approximately 14322 buses and 19787 lines. The tests show the effectiveness of 
the approach for a large-scale real-life system. In Chapter 4, we summarize the 
major contributions of the thesis and discuss the future research work. 
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  CHAPTER 2
THE ANALYSIS OF THE MULTI-PERIOD PROBLEM 
 
We devote this chapter to the detailed analysis of the construction of the 
optimized FTR portfolio in a multi-period horizon. We first present the 
description of the problem and show the challenges involved. Then we introduce 
the appropriate assumptions in order to derive the mathematical formulation for 
the multi-period problem. The structural characteristics of the multi-period 
problem are analyzed to find the relation between the multi-period problem and 
the single-period problem. The optimized FTR portfolio is constructed in the 
multi-period setting by recasting the problem into a form where the methodology 
for the construction of the FTR portfolio for a single period is employed.  
 
	  
2.1 Assumptions and Qualitative Analysis of the Problem  
 
In order to construct the optimized FTR portfolio for multi-periods, we take 
advantage of the structural characteristics of the multi-period problem and extend 
from a single-period problem discussed in [17].  For the purpose of this problem, 
we define a period to be the duration over which FTR are traded and the problem 
horizon consists of 𝑀 periods. We focus on the portfolio construction problem for 
multi-periods under certain assumptions. Each period is assumed to be the 
smallest indecomposable unit of time and no phenomenon of shorter duration can 
be represented. The network is uniform throughout each period and the network 
representation stays unchanged over the entire period. For consistency, we take a 
snapshot of the network representation at the end of each period and use it to 
represent the network for the corresponding period.  
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At the beginning of the problem horizon, we are provided with the initial FTR 
portfolio that gives holdings and we do not have control over the initial FTR. For 
each period, we may also be provided with some information updates and the set 
of specifications that are used to construct the optimized FTR portfolio for the 
corresponding remaining periods. The information updates may provide us 
insights into changes in network topology and/or changes in load. We always 
want to make use of the information updates so as to construct the portfolio in 
accordance with the latest information. Since we cannot do anything with any past 
periods, the problem has a successively reduced remaining range but the nature 
and structure of the problem do not change over time. Therefore, we apply the 
same methodology at the end of each period to construct the optimized FTR 
portfolio taking into account the associated information updates. In case that there 
are no information updates at the end of a period, no actions are needed for the 
portfolio construction and we treat our existing portfolio to be the optimized 
portfolio.  
 
 
2.2 Mathematical Representation 
 
The general notation of FTR is expressed by the triplet in Equation (2.1).  
 Γ = 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝛾 	   (2.1) 
The elements of the triplet denote the source (sink) node 𝑖  (𝑗) and the amount 𝛾 
MW of the FTR. We modify the notation of FTR to include the notation of its 
holding period. The FTR with holding periods 𝜎, 𝜏  are denoted by Equation 
(2.2). 
 Γ = [Γ, (𝜎, 𝜏]]	   (2.2) 
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 𝜎  indicates the starting period and 𝜏  indicates the ending period. The FTR 
portfolio is expressed in Equation (2.3).  
 ℱ = {Γ!, Γ!,… , Γ!}	   (2.3) 
We denote the problem horizon to be ℋ = {1, 2,… ,𝑀} and the FTR portfolio 
constructed at the end of period 𝑚 to be ℱ| ! . The network representation of the 
period 𝑚! based on the information known at the end of period 𝑚 is denoted by (𝒩!!     ,ℒ!!     )|[!]  with 𝑚! = 𝑚 + 1,𝑚 + 2,… ,𝑀 . We denote the set of new 
information that becomes available at the end of period 𝑚 as 𝒰| ! . The set of 
specifications given by the market participant at the end of period 𝑚 is denoted as 𝒮|[!]. The set of the corresponding modified information is denoted by ℐ| !  and 
we have ℐ| ! = ℐ| !!! ∪𝒰| ! . In the case that 𝒰| !  is an empty set, we don’t 
have any information updates. Indeed, the information set ℐ| !  has a great impact 
on the set of specifications 𝒮|[!] . Given the initial FTR portfolio ℱ| ! , we 
construct the portfolio ℱ| !  at the end of period 1 for the entire remaining periods 
based on the set of information ℐ|[!], the set of specifications 𝒮|[!] and the initial 
portfolio ℱ| ! . In general, for any period 𝑚 with 𝑚 = 1, 2…𝑀 − 1, we construct ℱ| !  for the remaining 𝑀 −𝑚 periods based on ℐ| ! , 𝒮|[!] and ℱ| !!! .  
 
In the case that 𝒰| !  is an empty set, we have no new information and the 
representative network stays unchanged. The set of specifications 𝒮|[!] is the 
same with 𝒮|[!!!]  because the specifications will only change when new 
information exists and the market participant makes his evaluations accordingly. 
In the case that 𝒰| !  is non-empty, two types of information updates are 
considered here – line outages and load changes. We do not consider line 
additions because the problem horizon ℋ is typically much shorter than the long 
planning time of the transmission expansion problem. However, there may be 
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sudden unexpected line outages that we cannot foresee at the beginning of the 
problem horizon. The outages may be due to the aging and overloading of 
transmission lines, severe weather conditions, improper human interactions and so 
forth. The changes in the network topology that involve the outage of one or more 
lines may lead to congestion.  Furthermore, electric demand may change at a 
particular location due to the industrial and commercial situations, fuel prices and 
so forth. In the case that demand at a particular location reaches a high level, 
congestion may occur on the lines that are connected to the nodes where more 
economic generators are located. The load change information may not be 
foreseen at the beginning of the holding period either. Thus, 𝒰|[!]  consists of 
these two types of information updates. An important feature of the information 
updates is that they have no cross-periodic interactions. Whether the information 
updates exist at period 𝑚 has no impacts on whether they exist at period 𝑚 + 1. 
For illustration, the outage of a line at period 𝑚 has totally no indication in its 
situation at period 𝑚 + 1, and it cannot provide insight into whether the line is out 
at period 𝑚 − 1 either.  
 
As discussed above, we are given the market participant’s specifications with 
respect to the network that represents the corresponding period. Specifications 
that persist for more than one period have to be satisfied for each period over the 
span, even though they may apply to different network models. Mathematically, 
we are given the specifications set 𝒮| !  that represents the desired MW flows on 
selected lines for certain periods. We decompose the set 𝒮| !  into 𝑀 −𝑚 stand-
alone subset with each subset 𝒮!!| !  representing the specifications for period 𝑚!,𝑚! =   𝑚 + 1,… ,𝑀. We define 𝒮!!| !  in Equation (2.4).  
 𝒮!!| ! = {  𝓈  !!!| ! , 𝑣 = 1, 2,… ,𝑉!!| !   }	   (2.4) 𝑉!!| !  denotes the number of specifications in the subset 𝒮!!| !  and we 
express the specifications set 𝒮| !  as 𝒮| ! = 𝒮!!| !!!!!!!! . Note that for an 
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empty subset 𝒮!!| ! , we have 𝑉!!| ! = 0. The implication is that we do not 
have any specified desired flows on the lines in period 𝑚! and there are no 
constraints we need to purchase. On the other hand, when the subset 𝒮!!| !  is 
nonempty, we have 𝑉!!| ! ≥ 1 and all the specifications must be met.  
 
A specification   𝓈  !!| !  that belongs to the subset 𝒮!!| !  is expressed in terms 
of the quadruplets in Equation (2.5).  
   𝓈  !!| ! = {  𝛿, ℓ𝓁,𝓏,ℒ!!!  }!!| ! 	   (2.5) 
The specification   𝓈  !!| !  states the specified line   ℓ𝓁    !!| ! , its MW position   𝓏    !!| ! , the categorical variable 𝛿   !!| ! , whether it belongs to ℛ!  !!| !  
(𝛿   !!| ! = 0 ) or ℛ!  !!| !  (𝛿   !!| ! = 1 ) and the contingency case ℒ!!! . 
Assume that there are 𝑞!!| !  contingency cases. Then the set of contingency 
cases is denoted by 𝒳!!| ! = {  ℒ!!!,ℒ!!!!,ℒ!!!!,… ,ℒ!!!!  }!!| !  where  ℒ!!!   denotes the base case. There may be multiple specifications that correspond 
to the same contingency case. For 𝛿   !!| ! = 0, line   ℓ𝓁    !!| !  is an element of ℛ!  !!| !  and we have   𝓏    !!| ! = 0  since   ℓ𝓁    !!| !  has zero impact on the 
revenues collected by the market participant. For 𝛿   !!| ! = 1, line   ℓ𝓁    !!| !  is an 
element of ℛ!  !!| !  and the value of   𝓏    !!| !  states the MW position desired by 
the market participant under the contingency case ℒ!!!.  
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2.3 Solution Approach 
	  
In our multi-period decision-making problem, a decision variable is a five-
dimensional vector including the source node 𝑖, sink node 𝑗, the MW quantity 𝛾 of 
the FTR as well as the start time 𝜎 and end time 𝜏 of the holding period. There can 
be many ways to determine the elements of the optimized FTR portfolio. We aim 
to find the most parsimonious way of doing it with the least transaction cost. 
There are three main reasons that we construct the FTR portfolio with the 
minimum number of elements. First of all, the procurement of a large number of 
FTR with different node pairs in the FTR auction is impractical. In addition, the 
premium associated with the purchase of a large number of FTR decreases the 
profit of the market participant [17]. Furthermore, the large purchase may incur 
higher transaction cost which is not favorable. Thus, we construct an optimized 
FTR portfolio that satisfies the market participant’s specifications with the least 
number of elements in the portfolio. This concept serves as the basis of our 
optimization problem with a minimization objective.  
 
 
2.3.1 Model without the Consideration of the Existing FTR Portfolio 
	  
The solution obtained from solving the minimization problem may present us 
FTR with different holding periods within the problem horizon. However, for the 
FTR whose holding period starts far away in the future, we do not need to include 
them in the portfolio immediately. The reason is that it is better to wait and get 
more up-to-date information before the actual acquisitions of these FTR are taken. 
In other words, the decision making for the acquisitions of FTR for future periods 
can be delayed until the time is close enough. We only need to include the FTR 
whose holding period starts immediately or from the next period because the 
information considered in the optimization problem reflects a more up-to-date 
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situation. Therefore, we entitle the FTR obtained from the optimization problem 
as “FTR candidates”. The elements of the FTR portfolio are selected from the 
FTR candidates based on their holding periods.  
 
We use Γ! = {𝑖  ! , 𝑗  ! , 𝛾  ! , (𝜎  ! , 𝜏  !]} to denote the FTR candidate. At the end of 
period 𝑚, the first 𝑚 periods have already passed and we cannot do anything with 
the past periods but focus on the portfolio construction for the remaining 𝑀 −𝑚 
periods. We need to determine the FTR candidates for all the remaining period 𝑚!  with 𝑚! = 𝑚 + 1,… ,𝑀. An FTR candidate that is determined at the end of 
period 𝑚 with the holding period to be period 𝑚! is denoted by   (Γ!)!!| ! ={𝑖  ! , 𝑗  ! , 𝛾  !}!!| ! .  The injection/withdrawal node pair and the MW quantity are 
denoted by {𝑖  ! , 𝑗  !}!!| !  and (𝛾  !)!!| !  respectively. A hedger who holds the 
FTR   (Γ!)!!| !  and has a transaction in the same MW quantity with the identical 
node pair receives reimbursement for the congestion costs if congestion happens. 
The transaction of the hedger, i.e., the injection of (𝛾  !)!!| !  at node (𝑖  !)!!| !  
and withdrawal at node (𝑗  !)!!| ! , give rise to changes of flows on all the 
transmission lines in the network. Since we focus on purchasing constraints on 
lines, we construct the FTR portfolio by finding the transactions whose induced 
flows corresponding to the node pairs and MW quantities of the FTR meet the 
specified amounts of the real power flows on the specified lines in subsets ℛ!  !!| !  and ℛ!  !!| ! .  
 
We use the column vector (𝛾  !)!!|[!]  to represent the MW quantities 
corresponding to the FTR candidates in period 𝑚!. We denote the number of 
elements in (𝛾  !)!!|[!] to be 𝑊!!|[!]. An element in (𝛾  !)!!|[!] is represented by (𝛾  !! )!!|[!]  with 𝑤 = 1, 2,… ,𝑊!!|[!] . The injection (𝛾  !! )!!|[!]  at node (𝑖  !! )!!|[!] and withdrawal at node (𝑗  !! )!!|[!] give rise to the change of flow 
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(∆𝑓ℓ𝓁)!!|[!] = (𝛾  !! )!!|[!]   ∗ (𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !! ,!  !! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  on an arbitrary line (ℓ𝓁    )!!   |[!] in 
the network for the period 𝑚!  under the contingency case ℒ!!!  where (𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !! ,!  !! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  is the appropriate distribution factor.  
 
For ℒ!!!, there are no line outages and that case corresponds to the base case 
topology, i.e., the representative network we use to represent the grid in period 𝑚!. The (𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !! ,!  !! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  denotes the line ℓ𝓁 power transfer distribution factor 
(PTDF) that is determined for the representative network [22], [23], [24]. We 
interpret (𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !! ,!  !! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  as the fraction of the transaction from node (𝑖  !! )!!|[!] 
to node (𝑗  !! )!!|[!] that flows on the line (ℓ𝓁    )!!   |[!] under the base case topology. 
On the other hand, for the contingency cases ℒ!!!!,ℒ!!!!,… ,ℒ!!!!, we make 
use of the corresponding line outage distribution factor (LODF) that is 
determined for the network in the specified contingency cases for period 𝑚! [22], 
[23], [24].  
The determination of the MW quantity (𝛾!! )!!|[!]  for any 𝑤  is obtained by 
writing an equation for each specification 𝓈!!!| ! = {𝛿! , ℓ𝓁! ,𝓏! ,ℒ!!!  }!!| !  for 
period 𝑚!. The real power flow on line (ℓ𝓁!   )!!|[!] due to the transaction of (𝛾!! )!!|[!] through the injection/withdrawal node pair corresponding to an FTR 
candidate is (𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !  !! ,!  !! ∗   𝛾  !! )!!|ℒ!!![!] . The total flow on line (ℓ𝓁!   )!!|[!]  is 
calculated by the summation   !!!|[!]!!! {(𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !  !! ,!  !! ∗   𝛾  !! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  }. Therefore, in 
order to meet the specified MW position (𝓏!   )!!|[!] on line   ℓ𝓁!    for period 𝑚!, 
Equation (2.6) must be satisfied.  
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 [  𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !!!,  !!!         𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !!!,  !!!     …           𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !!! ,  !!! ]!!|ℒ!!![!]          
(𝛾!!)!!|[!]  (𝛾!!)!!|[!]  ⋮⋮  (𝛾!! )!!|[!]
       = (𝓏!   )!!|[!] (2.6) 
The set of 𝑉     !!|[!] constraints thus results in a matrix form expressed in Equation 
(2.7).  
 Φ    !!|[!]     (𝛾  !)!!|[!] =     𝓏    !!|[!] (2.7) 
Row 𝑣 of Φ    !!|[!] is constructed from the appropriate distribution factors of the 
network topologies specified in each specification 𝓈!!!| ! .  
 
We determine the amount (𝛾!! )!!|[!]  from Equation (2.7). To explore the 
existence of the solution to Equation (2.7), we check the rank of Φ    !!|[!]. As 
mentioned in [17], the rank of a matrix is bounded above from the minimum of 
the number of rows and the number of columns. The dimension of the matrix Φ    !!|[!]  is 𝑉     !!|[!]  ×  𝑊!!|[!] . Since 𝑉     !!|[!] <𝑊     !!|[!]  and the lines in ℛ!  !!| !  and ℛ!  !!| !  do not form a loop, we have Equation (2.8) [17]. 
 𝑊     !!|[!] > 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 Φ    !!| ! = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘   Φ     ⋮ 𝓏       !!|[!] 	   (2.8) 
Equation (2.8) indicates that the number of unknowns is greater than the linearly 
independent vectors of Φ    !!| ! . Thus the system is underdetermined which 
implies that at least one solution exists. In other words, for period 𝑚!, there exists 
more than one portfolio of FTR candidates that satisfy all the corresponding 
constraints. In order to obtain a unique portfolio, an additional criterion must be 
imposed. One criterion is that the number of elements in the portfolio must be the 
minimum among all the portfolios that satisfy the constraints for the period. This 
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further explains the reason for and emphasizes the importance of constructing the 
optimized FTR portfolio with the minimum number of elements.  
 
Since we have multiple periods, we construct a “super vector” (𝛾  !)  |[!] to stack 
up (𝛾  !)!!|[!] and construct a “super matrix” Φ  |[!] to represent all the Φ!!|[!] 
matrices for 𝑚! = 𝑚 + 1,… ,𝑀. In a similar way, a “super vector” 𝓏  |[!] is used 
to represent all the specified MW amounts 𝓏    !!|[!]  for each period 𝑚! . The 
matrix Φ  |[!] has a block diagonal structure and each block, Φ!!|[!], corresponds 
to the network of the period 𝑚! obtained at the end of period 𝑚. All the off-
diagonal blocks are zero matrices, which indicates that no coupling effects exist 
among periods. We employ the minimization of the ℓ𝓁! norm of the “super vector” (𝛾  !)  |[!] to obtain the least number of FTR candidates in the portfolio. To solve 
the ℓ𝓁!  norm optimization problem that is highly nonlinear, the orthogonal 
matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm is applied which solves the ℓ𝓁!  norm 
minimization problem using a “greedy” scheme that constructs an approximation 
of the solution by an iterative process [25], [26], [27], [28].  
 
The mathematical representation of the model is stated in Equation (2.9).  
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min  ||    (𝛾  !)  |[!]  ||! 
                               s.t.  
              Φ  |[!]     (𝛾  !)  |[!]     =     𝓏  |[!] 
                                            (𝛾  !)  |[!]     ≥     0 
                               with 
                               (𝛾  !)  |[!]     =          
(𝛾  !)  !!!|[!]  (𝛾  !)  !!!|[!]  ⋮⋮  (𝛾  !)  !|[!]
      
 
Φ  |[!]     =      Φ  !!!|[!]      Φ  !!!|[!]                            ⋱        Φ  !|[!]    
	  
(2.9) 
However, the model in Equation (2.9) does not incorporate the impacts of the 
existing FTR portfolio ℱ|[!!!]. In order to address this problem, the model is 
modified accordingly. Each specified desired flow (𝓏!   )!!|[!] is modified into (𝓏!   )!!|[!] and the vector 𝓏    !!|[!] is modified into 𝓏    !!|[!]. The procedures of 
the modification are discussed in section 2.3.2.  
 
 
2.3.2 Modified Model with the Consideration of the Existing FTR Portfolio 
	  
The optimization carried out in period 𝑚 results in the construction of the FTR 
portfolio ℱ|[!] based on the past and period 𝑚 information and considers the 
portfolio ℱ|[!!!] impacts. We decompose the FTR in the portfolio ℱ|[!!!] into 
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𝑀 −𝑚  sub-portfolios with one sub-portfolio ℱ!!| !!!  for each period 𝑚!,𝑚! = 𝑚,𝑚 + 1,… ,𝑀. We define ℱ!!| !!!  in Equation (2.10).  
 ℱ!!|[!!!] = {  Γ  !!!| !!! ,𝑢 = 1, 2,… ,𝑈!!| !!!   }	   (2.10) 𝑈!!|[!!!] denotes the number of FTR in sub-portfolio ℱ!!| !!! . Note that for a 
nonempty sub-portfolio, we have 𝑈!!|[!!!] ≥ 1  while for an empty sub-
portfolio, we have 𝑈!!|[!!!] = 0 . We express the portfolio ℱ|[!!!]  as ℱ|[!!!] = ℱ!!| !!!!!!!! .  
 
For each period 𝑚! , the FTR holdings in portfolio ℱ!!| !!!  impact the 
specifications in the set 𝒮!!| ! = {(𝓈!   )!!   | ! , 𝑣 = 1, 2,… ,𝑉!!   |[!]} that must 
be met. For each specification (𝓈!   )!!   |[!] , we modify the desired flow (𝓏!   )!!   |[!] on the line (ℓ𝓁!   )!!   |[!] to explicitly include the impact of the FTR in ℱ!!| !!!  and determine the modified value (𝓏!   )!!   |[!] . In the following 
paragraphs, we discuss how to compute (𝓏!   )!!   |[!] from (𝓏!   )!!   |[!].  
 
Each FTR Γ  !!!|[!!!] have the injection/withdrawal node pair {𝑖  !!! , 𝑗  !!!}|[!!!], 
MW quantity   𝛾  !!!|[!!!] and holding period 𝑚!. An FTR market participant who 
holds the FTR Γ  !!!|[!!!] and has a transaction {𝑖  !!! , 𝑗  !!! , 𝛾  !!!}|[!!!] in the same 
MW quantity with the identical node pair as Γ  !!!|[!!!], receives reimbursement 
for the congestion costs if congestion occurs during period 𝑚!. The 𝛾  !!!|[!!!] 
injection at node 𝑖  !!!|[!!!]  and withdrawal at node 𝑗  !!!|[!!!]  give rise to the 
change of flow (∆𝑓ℓ𝓁)!!| !/!!! =   𝛾  !!!|[!!!]   ∗ (𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !!! ,!  !!! | !!! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  on an 
arbitrary line (ℓ𝓁    )!!   |[!] in the network for the period 𝑚!. As described in [17], 
we focus on a portfolio construction strategy that includes those FTR that for 
transactions with the same node pairs and in the same MW quantity, specified 
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flows on congested lines of interest are induced. In the case that we already have 
the FTR  Γ  !!!|[!!!] , the associated transaction also induces flows on the 
congested lines. Thus, we need to explicitly consider the impacts of Γ  !!!|[!!!].  
 
As mentioned in the previous discussion, ℒ!!!  is the contingency case and 
(𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !!! ,!  !!! | !!! )!!|ℒ!!![!]    is the distribution factor of line (ℓ𝓁    )!!   |[!]with respect 
to an injection/withdrawal at the node pair {𝑖  !!! , 𝑗  !!!}|[!!!] for the period 𝑚!. We 
interpret (𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !!! ,!  !!! | !!! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  as the fraction of the transaction from node 𝑖  !!!|[!!!] to node 𝑗  !!!|[!!!] that flows on the line (ℓ𝓁    )!!   |[!] under contingency 
case ℒ!!!.  
 
For ℒ!!!, there are no line outages and that case corresponds to the base case 
topology. The ( 𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !!! ,!  !!! | !!! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  denotes the line ℓ𝓁  PTDF that is 
determined for the representative network. We interpret (𝜙  ℓ𝓁    !  !!! ,!  !!! | !!! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  
as the fraction of the transaction from node 𝑖  !!!|[!!!] to node 𝑗  !!!|[!!!] that flows 
on the line (ℓ𝓁    )!!   |[!] for the representative network. On the other hand, for the 
contingency cases ℒ!!!!,ℒ!!!!,… ,ℒ!!!!, we make use of the corresponding 
LODF that is determined for the network in the specified contingency cases for 
period 𝑚!.  
 
For each line (ℓ𝓁!   )!!   |[!] specified in (𝓈!   )!!   |[!], the fraction of flow on line (ℓ𝓁!   )!!   |[!] corresponding to the    𝛾  !!!|[!!!] MW injection/withdrawn associated 
with the node pair {𝑖  !!! , 𝑗  !!!}|[!!!]  is approximated by  𝛾  !!!|[!!!]   ∗ 
(𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !  !!! ,!  !!! | !!! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  .  The combined effect on (ℓ𝓁!   )!!   |[!]  of the FTR 
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holdings in portfolio ℱ!!| !!!  is thus approximated by the summation   !!!|[!!!]!!! {𝛾  !!!|[!!!]   ∗   (𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !  !!! ,!  !!! | !!! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  } which can be expressed in 
Equation (2.11).  
 
(𝜉ℓ𝓁!)!!| !/!!!   =   
[  𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !  !!! ,  !  !!! | !!!         …           𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !  !!!!! ,    !  !!!!! | !!! ]!!|ℒ!!![!]    *        
𝛾  !!!|[!!!]      ⋮    𝛾  !!!!! |[!!!]
      
	  
(2.11) 
Since we focus on the purchases of constraints and the specified desired flow on 
line (ℓ𝓁!   )!!   | !  is (𝓏!   )!!   |[!] , the combined effect of the FTR holdings in ℱ!!| !!!  has helped us to meet the specification by the amount (𝜉ℓ𝓁!)!!|[!/!!!]. 
As a result, the remaining amount (𝓏!   )!!   |[!] that needs to be covered is obtained 
by subtracting (𝜉ℓ𝓁!)!!|[!/!!!]  from (𝓏!   )!!   |[!]. Thus, we have the following 
relationship expressed in Equation (2.12) that explains the impact of ℱ!!| !!!  
on the specification on line (ℓ𝓁!   )!!   | ! .  
 (𝓏!   )!!   |[!] = (𝓏!   )!!   |[!] − (𝜉ℓ𝓁!)!!|[!/!!!]	   (2.12) 
The case that (𝓏!   )!!   |[!]  is negative implies that the FTR holdings in the 
portfolio ℱ!!| !!!  have provided coverage for more than the specified flow (𝓏!   )!!   |[!]. Therefore, the specification (𝓈!   )!!   |[!] is already met by the existing 
FTR holdings and we do not need additional FTR to satisfy this specification.  
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For the convenience of representation, we construct the matrix Φ!!|[!/!!!] and 
the row 𝑣 of Φ!!|[!/!!!] is [  𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !  !!! ,  !  !!! | !!!           …           𝜙  ℓ𝓁!  !  !!!!! ,    !  !!!!! | !!! ]!!|ℒ!!![!]  
which is constructed from the PTDFs corresponding to the representative network 
topology or the LODF corresponding to the contingency case topology in period  𝑚! . The impact of portfolio ℱ!!| !!!  on the specifications is explained by 
Equation (2.13).  
 𝓏!!|[!] = 𝓏!!|[!] −   Φ!!|[!/!!!]    γ!!|[!!!]	   (2.13) 
The superscript [𝑚/𝑚 − 1] in the term Φ!!|[!/!!!] explicitly shows that each 
distribution factor is dependent on the FTR portfolio at 𝑚 − 1, the specifications 
at 𝑚 and the network at 𝑚!. The mathematical representation of the modified 
model is stated below in Equation (2.14).  
 
min  ||    (𝛾  !)  |[!]  ||! 
                               s.t. 
             Φ  |[!]     (𝛾  !)  |[!]     =     𝓏  |[!] 
                  (𝛾  !)  |[!]     ≥     0 
                               with 
                 (𝛾  !)  |[!]     =          
(𝛾  !)  !!!|[!]  (𝛾  !)  !!!|[!]  ⋮⋮  (𝛾  !)  !|[!]
     	  
	  
(2.14) 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Φ  |[!]     =      Φ  !!!|[!]      Φ  !!!|[!]                            ⋱        Φ  !|[!]       
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2.4 Additional Analysis of the Solution 
 
Since a node pair in period 𝑚 may also appear in period 𝑚! where 𝑚! ≠ 𝑚, there 
are associated FTR candidates corresponding to the node pair in both period 𝑚 
and period 𝑚!. Whenever 𝑚! is equal to 𝑚 + 1, the two periods are successive 
and the monotonicity argument implies that the purchase of FTR candidates for 
longer holding periods, i.e., both period 𝑚 and period 𝑚 + 1, is cheaper than the 
purchases of separate FTR candidates for period 𝑚 and period 𝑚 + 1 respectively. 
Therefore, in the case that 𝑚!  is equal to 𝑚 + 1, we obtain FTR candidates 
covering both successive periods with a MW quantity equal to the maximum of 
the two MW quantities in period 𝑚 and period 𝑚 + 1.  In this way, we can 
acquire our desired coverage and also have some extra coverage for speculating 
purposes.  
 
To describe the above analysis mathematically, assume we have the FTR 
candidate {𝑖  !! , 𝑗  !! ,   𝛾  !! }!!|[!]  that provides coverage for period 𝑚!  and another 
FTR candidate {  𝑖  !! ,   𝑗  !! , 𝛾  !!   }!!!|[!] that provides coverage for period 𝑚!!. These 
FTR can be combined if the following criteria expressed in Equation (2.15) are 
satisfied.  
 
(𝑖  !! )!!|[!] =    (𝑖  !! )!!!|[!] = 𝑖 (𝑗  !! )!!|[!] =    (𝑗  !! )!!!|[!] = 𝑗 𝑚!! = 𝑚! + 1 (2.15) 
The interpretation is that these FTR have the same node pair and their periods are 
successive. Therefore, we take the MW amount 𝛾 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥  {(𝛾  !! )!! , (𝛾  !!   )!!!}|[!] 
and obtain the FTR represented by {𝑖, 𝑗, 𝛾, (𝑚!,𝑚!!]  }  |[!]. In a similar way, the 
analysis is applicable to three or more FTR candidates with the same node pair 
and successive periods. There are multiple ways to deal with the extra coverage. 
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On one hand, we can keep the extra coverage for speculating purposes; on the 
other hand, we can also sell them and get the premium.  
 
With the FTR candidates obtained from the minimization problem, we then decide 
whether or not to acquire the FTR candidates as actual FTR holdings. One 
criterion is that if the starting period of the FTR candidate is equal to 𝑚 or 𝑚 + 1, 
we acquire the FTR candidate as part of the portfolio ℱ|[!]. 
 
To determine how to get the optimized portfolio ℱ|[!] from the existing portfolio ℱ|[!!!], we compare the elements in ℱ|[!] and ℱ|[!!!]. If a node pair of FTR 
appears in ℱ|[!] but not in ℱ|[!!!], it implies that the existing portfolio does not 
have the corresponding FTR in need and we must purchase the FTR. On the other 
hand, if a node pair of FTR appears in ℱ|[!!!] but not in ℱ|[!], it implies that we 
sell all the corresponding FTR because we no longer need it. Additionally, for the 
situation that a node pair appears both in the portfolio ℱ|[!] and ℱ|[!!!], the 
relationship between the MW quantities associated with this node pair in the two 
portfolios provides insight into whether to buy or sell the FTR. In the case that 
two MW quantities are the same, we don’t do any modifications on the 
corresponding FTR. If the associated MW quantity is higher in portfolio ℱ|[!] 
than that in ℱ|[!!!] , we buy more of the FTR with the purchase amount 
determined by the absolute value of the difference between the two MW quantities. 
On the other hand, we sell some of the existing FTR for the amount equal to the 
absolute value of the difference.  
 
Figure 2.1 summarizes the sequence of steps of procedures and information flow. 
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  !! !! .!.!.![!]! [! + 1]! [! + 2]! [! − 1]! [!]!
Figure 2.1  Sequence of steps of procedures and information flow 
.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!.!
(!!!!,ℒ!!!)|[!]! .!.!.!
determination!of!FTR!candidates!Γ!!! ![!],! =1,2,… ,!|[!]!(!!!!, ℒ!!!)|[!]! (!!!!, ℒ!!!)|[!]! (!!, ℒ!)|[!]!
construction!of!portfolio!ℱ|[!]!
.!.!.! determination!of!FTR!candidates!Γ!!! ![!!!],! =1, 2,… ,!|[!!!]!(!!!!, ℒ!!!)|[!!!]! (!!!!, ℒ!!!)|[!!!]! (!!, ℒ!)|[!!!]! construction!of!portfolio!ℱ|[!!!]!
determination!of!FTR!candidates!Γ!!! ![!!!],! =1,2,… ,!|[!!!]!(!!!!, ℒ!!!)|[!!!]! (!!, ℒ!)|[!!!]!
construction!of!portfolio!ℱ|[!!!]!
determination!of!FTR!candidates!Γ!!! ![!!!],! =1, 2,… ,!|[!!!]!(!!, ℒ!)|[!!!]!
construction!of!portfolio!ℱ|[!!!]!
ℐ|[!!!]!
ℐ|[!!!]!
ℐ|[!]!
ℐ|[!!!]!
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  CHAPTER 3
APPLICATION STUDIES 
 
In this chapter, we apply the FTR portfolio construction methodology for multi-
period problem horizon to a large-scale PJM ISO system. We give the overview 
of the PJM system and the introduction of the case study in section 3.1. Section 
3.2 is devoted to discuss the PJM case study in detail. Discussions and concluding 
remarks are described in the last section.  
 
 
3.1 Overview of the Case Study 
!
Test cases are developed based on the large-scale PJM ISO system that has 
approximately 14322 buses and 19787 lines. We set the length of a period to be 
one month and the problem horizon to be January 15 to July 15, 2014. Table 3.1 
shows the index of each month.  
Table 3.1  Index of each month 
 
 
Month Index 
January 16 – February 15, 2014 Month 1 (! = 1) 
February 16 – March 15, 2014 Month 2 (! = 2) 
March 16 – April 15, 2014 Month 3 (! = 3) 
April 16 – May 15, 2014 Month 4 (! = 4) 
May 16 – June 15, 2014 Month 5 (! = 5) 
June 16 – July 15, 2014 Month 6 (! = 6) 
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We are given an initial FTR portfolio ℱ| !  and we have the chance to construct 
the optimized portfolio at the end of period 1 that provides coverage for the entire 
remaining periods. The impacts of the initial portfolio are considered and the MW 
positions associated with the selected lines in ℛ!!| !  and ℛ!!| !  are given by the 
market participant based on the historical data and the information updates. We 
focus on the analysis of only the LMP of certain node pairs and the FTR portfolio 
revenue for the entire problem horizon.  
 
 
3.2 PJM System Case Studies 
!
At the beginning of the problem horizon, assume that we are given an initial FTR 
portfolio ℱ|[!] that consists of FTR Γ!!| !  with from node 9912, to node 9927 and 
50MW in month 2 to month 6, FTR Γ!!| !  with from node 10009, to node 9991 
and 20MW in month 4 to month 6 as well as FTR Γ!!| !  with from node 2230, to 
node 2244 and 100MW in month 6. The three initial FTR are represented in Table 
3.2.   
Table 3.2  Initial FTR in portfolio ℱ|[!] 
Initial FTR From node To node MW amount Holding period Γ!!| !  9912 9927 50 ! = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Γ!!| !  10009 9991 20 ! = 4, 5, 6 Γ!!| !  2230 2244 100 ! = 6 
 
Since we have the assumption that any modification on the FTR portfolio can 
only be done at the end of each month, we keep the initial portfolio until the end 
of month 1 when we may obtain new information about the network. Assume we 
have the updated information set !|[!] at the end of month 1 that line (9991, 
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10009) and line (9933, 5295) will be on scheduled maintenance in month 5 and 6. 
Then, the system topology in month 5 and 6 will no longer be the same as that in 
month 2 to month 4. This updated information is utilized by the market participant 
to decide his desired MW positions on the selected lines for each remaining 
period. As discussed in [17], the lines that were often congested in the past and 
with high transmission usage costs that exceed the market participant’s threshold 
are selected under the assumption that the past behavior will continue in the 
future. The set of specifications !|[!] given by the market participant at the end of 
month 1 is summarized in Table 3.3.  
Table 3.3 Specifications set !|[!] 
Line MW amount Contingency case Period 
(9992, 9920) 80 Line (9991, 9933) out ! = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
(5641, 9084) 100 Line (6191, 9084) out ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 
(6371, 7650) 20 Base case ! = 2, 3 
(9991, 10000) 60 Line (10000, 10009) out ! = !4, 5 
(9912, 9961) 100 Line (7479, 7481) out ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 
(9972, 9967) 0 Base case ! = 6 
 
The specifications with zero MW amounts are elements of the “zero congestion 
participation” subset ℛ!!| !  while those with non-zero MW amounts belong to the 
“specified congestion participation” subset ℛ!!| ! . These specifications constitute 
the constraints for the optimization problem in Equation (2.14) because the 
desired positions on the selected lines in the associated months must be satisfied. 
We then choose the subset of nodes that are terminal nodes of these lines and 
solve the !! norm minimization problem subject to the specifications for each 
period with the consideration of the impacts of the initial FTR using Equation 
(2.12). The resultant FTR candidates in portfolio ℱ| !  are presented in Table 3.4.   
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Table 3.4 FTR candidates in portfolio ℱ| !  
FTR candidates From node To node MW amount Holding period (Γ!!!)!|[!] 9991 9920 48 ! = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Γ!!!)!|[!] 9991 9920 27 ! = 2, 3 (Γ!!!)!|[!] 9084 9961 164 ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 (Γ!!!)!|[!] 9991 10000 73 ! = !4, 5 (Γ!!!)!|[!] 9967 9912 149 ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 (Γ!!)!|[!] 5641 9084 213 ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 
 
The FTR candidates are obtained by taking consideration of the most up-to-date 
set of information !|[!]. When new information comes, the market participant’s 
specifications may change accordingly based on the his evaluation. Thus, the FTR 
candidates (Γ!!!)!|[!]  to (Γ!!!)!|[!]  may not also accommodate the updated 
specifications set, which entails additional purchases or/and sales of the FTR. In 
order to lower the associated transaction costs, the market participant does not 
need to purchase all the FTR candidates summarized in Table 3.4. For illustration, 
the holding period of candidate (Γ!!!)!|[!] starts in period 4. Thus, the market 
participant can delay his purchase of (Γ!!!)!|[!] in case that there may be future 
information indicating (Γ!!!)!|[!] is not needed. Table 3.5 summarizes the FTR that 
constitutes the portfolio ℱ|[!] for the market participant at the end of month 1.   
Table 3.5  FTR elements in portfolio ℱ| !  
FTR in portfolio ℱ|[!] From node To node MW amount Holding period (Γ!!!)!|[!] 9991 9920 48 ! = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Γ!!!)!|[!] 9991 9920 27 ! = 2, 3 (Γ!!!)!|[!] 9084 9961 164 ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 (Γ!!!)!|[!]! 9967 9912 149 ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 (Γ!!)!|[!]! 5641 9084 213 ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 
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The market participant purchases the FTR in Table 3.5 and constructs the 
portfolio ℱ|[!] for the time frame from January 15 to July 15, 2014. Based on the 
DAM outcomes for the corresponding time frame [4], the revenue for holding the 
FTR portfolio ℱ|[!] is much greater than zero.  
 
When it comes to the end of month 2, the information set !|[!] no longer provides 
us with the most up-to-date information unless there is no new information at the 
end of month 2. Instead, the information set !|[!] that incorporates both !|[!] and 
the new information is used to construct the optimized FTR portfolio for the 
remaining months. Assume that line (9991, 8830) is out due to unexpected 
tornado at the end of month 2 and will not be resumed until the end of month 6. 
Then the corresponding network in period 2 (!!!!,ℒ!!!)|[!] based on !|[!] will be 
different from the network (!!!!,ℒ!!!)|[!] based on !|[!]. Similar analysis can be 
applied at the end of each remaining month.  
 
Due to the topology change that resulted from the outage of line (9992, 10006), 
the market participant modifies his specifications accordingly. Assume that the 
resultant specifications set !|[!] at the end of period 2 is given by the market 
participant in Table 3.6. Comparing Table 3.6 and Table 3.3 shows that the 
specifications for period 1 and 2 no longer matter since they have already passed.  
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Table 3.6  Specifications set !|[!] 
Line MW amount Contingency case Period 
(9992, 9920) 95 Line (9991, 9933) out ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 
(5641, 9084) 95 Line (6191, 9084) out ! = 3, 4, 5, 6 
(6371, 7650) 20 Base case ! = 3 
(9991, 10000) 40 Line (10000, 10009) out ! = !4, 5 
(9912, 9961) 100  Line (7479, 7481) out ! = 4, 5, 6 
(9972, 9967) 0 Base case ! = 6 
 
The optimized FTR portfolio ℱ|[!] is determined using Equation (2.14) with the 
existing portfolio ℱ|[!] considered as the “initial” portfolio. To modify ℱ|[!] into ℱ|[!], we need to purchase additional 12MW of FTR with node pair {9991, 9920} 
for month 3 to month 6, sell 37MW of FTR with node pair {9084, 9961} for 
month 3 to month 6, and sell 40MW of FTR with node pair {9920, 9912} for 
month 3 to month 6.  
In a similar way, the FTR candidates are obtained at the end of month 3 taking 
into consideration the associated new information. This process is repeated until 
we reach the end of month 5 when we have our last chance to modify the portfolio, 
and we hold the resultant portfolio until the end of month 6. In case there are no 
information updates at the end of any month, the portfolio will not be changed but 
will be kept the same for the following month.  
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3.3 Concluding Remarks 
 
The positive revenues of the constructed portfolios in the PJM case study in this 
chapter demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for the construction 
of the optimized FTR portfolio in a multi-period problem horizon. The case study 
is a good example of the implementation of the proposed methodology in a large-
scale real-world system. The initial FTR portfolio is treated properly and the 
information updates for each period are incorporated, which addresses the 
challenges of the multi-period problem.   
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  CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this thesis, we extend the single-period optimized FTR portfolio construction 
problem to more general settings. The impacts of the initial FTR portfolio are 
carefully studied, the problem horizon is extended to multi-periods instead of a 
single period, and the influence of the information updates at the end of each 
period is emphasized.  
 
The problem has a successive reduced range as time proceeds. But the nature and 
structure of the multi-period problem do not change over time. The off-diagonal 
structure of the “super matrix” Φ!|[!] summarizing the appropriate distribution 
factors obtained from the network topologies indicates that there is no cross-
periodic relationship between the periods. The multi-period problem is treated as 
M independent problems and they are solved simultaneously to construct the 
portfolio for the entire problem horizon. The application studies of the large-scale 
PJM ISO system show the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. However, 
no sensitivity analysis is conducted at this stage. Therefore, future research work 
may involve sensitivity analysis with respect to the initial FTR portfolio and the 
specifications of the market participants for different periods.  
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APPENDIX A 
NOMENCLATURE 
 ! Number of periods in the problem horizon ℱ| !  FTR portfolio that is constructed based on the information 
known at period ! ℱ ! !| !  FTR portfolio that is constructed for period !! based on 
the information known at period ! (!!! !!,ℒ!! !!)|[!] Network representation of period !!  based on the 
information known at period ! !|[!] Set of information updates obtained at period ! !! !| !  Set of information updates obtained at period !  for 
period !!  ℐ| !  Set of updated information at period ! ℐ! !| !  Set of updated information at period ! for period !! !|[!] Set of specifications given at period ! ! ! !| !  Set of specifications given at period ! for period !! !!!!| !  Quadruplet that specifies the market participant’s 
requirements at period ! for period !! !! ! !|[!] Number of specifications in the set ! ! !| !  ! ! !| !  Categorical variable, determines whether a line !!!! !| !  
belongs to ℛ!!!| !  or ℛ!!!| !  !!! !| !  MW position on a constraint for period !! based on the 
information known at period ! !!! !|[!] Modified MW position on a constraint after considering 
the impacts of the FTR portfolio ℱ ! !| !!!  ℒ!!! Set of line outages ℛ!!!| !  “Zero congestion participation” subset for period !! 
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based on the information known at period ! ℛ!!!| !  “Specified congestion participation” subset for period !! 
based on the information known at period ! Γ = !, !, !  FTR with the source (sink) node !!(!) and the amount ! 
MW  Γ = [Γ, (!, !]] FTR Γ with a holding period starting from ! and ending at !  Γ!= {!!! , !!! , !!! , (!!! , !!!]} FTR candidate with the source (sink) node !!! !(!!!), the amount !!! MW and the holding period (!!! , !!!] 
(!!!!!!!!,!!! )!!|ℒ!!![!]  Line !!!! !| !  PTDF with respect to node 
pair! !!! , !!! !! !| !  in the contingency case ℒ!!! ||!!(!!!)|[!]!||! !! norm of vector (!!!)|[!] 
 
 
 
 
